Moving The Planet Towards

Greater Kindness

A Free Guide Written by
Chaun Conscious
A New Message for Planet Earth

AN INTRODUCTION FROM CHAUN
May this Guide serve to reveal the Truth of
Your Divine Nature and allow You to see the
True Fullness and Brightness of Your Potential,
Your Beauty and Your Divine Quality.

Love, Chaun Conscious. x

In The Beginning God
Created Hatred
In the beginning God created everything by
love. In the beginning God rejected Himself
to experience that love. When God rejected
Himself a new emotion was born. This
emotion is called hatred. For God so loved
the world that He allowed Himself to
experience hatred.

Guide #4
We all seek approval. Unfortunately. We assume here that you
have read Guide #1: Self-Hatred The Silent Devil, Guide #2:
Healing The Christian and Guide #3: Racism.

This guide sheds light on what God wants. Speaking directly as I
Am, Chaun Conscious, the Light of the World. Why do you want
to know what God wants? Is it not the most delightful thing to
know what God really wants? Perhaps we think we already know.
He wants the Bible. He wants us to pray. He wants us to

pilgrimage.

It’s funny that religiously, “God’s wants” are all about “us”. This is
a Guide is for the narcissist. The narcissist is the God Who
Wants Us. The God “who wants us” is a classic narcissist. He, it’s
always He, sits in the invisible unknown wanting us. He seems
lonely and sad. Maybe it’s she who is lonely.

The invisible God who sits in the invisible unknown wanting us
is She. The God that is She. She wants. For when God speaks of
what it may want then indeed I am no longer in want. For how
can I want lest I be wanted.

A Life Without Difficult
It goes without saying that life is difficult. What is life? It’s the
point leading towards death. Where it becomes a problem is
when death is realised as unreal. For as long as my greatest fear
is unrealised is for as long as life appears difficult.

Life as difficult versus life as not difficult.
Life is never easy, it is either difficult or not difficult. When life is
not difficult I find it much easier to solve problems. I do not
need to raise my voice, or overly exert my dominance in order

to execute a solution.
Where I implement intimidation, it is calculated and intelligent.
It is unintelligent to solve simple problems using an excessive
amount of force, emotion and / or sexual energy. When I come
to a solution through sexual harassment I necessarily experience
my day-to-day life as something difficult.
Life becomes the enemy of man. It’s easy to blame or even hate
God. God made life after all. How lousy is this life God has
made? Pretty lousy for most of us, and yet we claim to respect
Him. Do we respect God enough to accept a poxy life? Getting
angry with God from this position is healthy, normal and right.

To Know God
It’s difficult to see that the atheist is actually angry with God.
The atheist from this vantage has a closer relationship with god
than a man who fails to claim his life as his own. I fail to claim
life as my own instead I fear it. When I fear life I cannot claim it
at the same time. It is not my life. My life is that which I fear. It’s
not my life. It’s God’s life. He gave me this life and it is difficult. I
am angry with God for giving me this life. God hears this. God
hears this stronger than the man who doesn’t claims life as His
own, yet claims to know God.

How do we know God? We know ourselves in the first instance.
When I know myself I don’t know life. I can’t tell you what I
might become when I don’t know my life. I already realise
through several past lives that my life never becomes what I
have formerly expected. Life is unprecedented. I can’t tell you
that life is anything more than death. I can only speak of can’t
where life is hard. I need. When life is hard I need. I need life.

A Life Without Need
What is life without need? Want. Life without need is want. My
anger is controlled. My decisions are measured. I didn’t want
that but I got it epistemologically makes no sense. The mind
loses comprehension of “didn’t”, or “did not”. The sentiment “I
did not”, necessarily reminds us of some regret. Something I did
not do at some time - but the only time is now. Indeed
therefore when we exist as a problem I live in a constant state
of feeling that I am not doing enough. In any given moment
what “I do” is not enough.

God doesn’t “do”. Our higher selves “do nothing”. Nothing
becomes a creative canvas. The old say the young don’t do
much. The young say the old do everything. Both perspectives
are right. In the end do is cancelled out. There is no do. It is all
done. Everything is done. Unless I am able to occupy a mental

space which sees everything as done then life continues to
seem difficult. Life is forever, in this view, an actual enemy.

To Know Death
When it is done I lose perspective on time. Time is a friend
when death is real. Currently our perspective says that death is
unreal. I know death. I know I might die. But I do not know that
I die. The appeal of death is that I might die. I don’t “know
death”. Death is unreal. It might happen. But somewhere I
believe it might not happen.

When death is real then nothing happens. Happens is scared.
What happened? I ask my wife, what happened when I see that
she’s scared. Intrinsically I recognise a state which interprets a
scenario in which death might happen. Death might happen
when “something” “happens”. Death is done. When we have
done death it does not happen.

A Life Without Time
Time is a b*tch. A bastard. A whore. I am slave to time. How might
life respond without time? What is life without time? Death. Death
is real. Without time we regroup to what is real. We remember
time. We remember a time when. When we need that time we go

there. We go back.
Let’s go back to a time when. This is death. Until I realise that there
is no time when. There is now and then there is now and then
there is now. All now’s know. When I know. I now. Now I know.
What am I when I didn’t know? I am regret. When I regret I am do.
God does nothing. Our higher selves do nothing. When nothing is
done then there is no time. No time like now. Time stops.
The world, space, the stars and the planets are no longer
discovered. They are understood. The world doesn’t want discovery.
The world wants understanding. Space doesn't need exploration.
Space needs realisation. Space is realised. There is no time. There is
no round. There is only a perspective of curvature which sees
round as round. Time goes round as long as it does. Time does
nothing.
To be God is to exist as time. Time does nothing. To exist as God is
to do nothing. Nothing happens. It is done.

To Realise
To realise is to “wow”. “What is “wow”. Wow is wow. How do we
explain “wow”. Astoundment. Astoundment is realising that I
was. I was depressed before I quit my job. Wow, I had no
realisation and now realisation happens. Wow. God as man is
that which causes realisation. This has before been called love.
Love was realisation. But after realisation there still exists.
Whatever exists is God. After love there is God. God is a greater
realisation. I realised then. Now I realise then. Wow.

NU CROSS

A Life Without Pain
Don’t want. Don’t want it. Don’t want it to happen. I don’t want
life to happen and yet life happens. Why life have you
happened? I hate it. I don’t want life. Yet life happens. How do I
undo life so life doesn’t happen? Who knows? I dream of after
life. I beg that after life it stops. What stops? Life. After life I
want life to stop. What is life at stop? It’s life.

Pain says I don’t want. When I don’t want I want “don’t want”.
This is not esoteric nonsense. When I say this I actually mean

this is esoteric nonsense. In this moment I reject myself. I reject
myself and say this is esoteric nonsense and the reader knows
this. You the reader can see something that I can’t see. I
convince you in this moment that what you see is not what is.
Your view is wrong. Your view that it’s esoteric nonsense is
wrong. You did not see that in the moment. Life is like that.

What I don’t want I am wanting somewhere else.

What happens when I become “don’t want”? Then I stop “don’t
want”. I stop life. Pain stops. There is no pain when I become
“don’t want”. There is no offensiveness. There is no strain. There
is no limitation. I no longer need death. I live. Forever.

To Not Struggle Forever
Forever is not. Take the colour red. How red is red? Is red red? It has
no depth and red has no sound. What sound is red? That is a much
more interesting question. Forever is not “how”. Forever is “what”.
How are you? I’m well. What are you? I’m well. Which is better? To
how well or to what well? I’d rather be a well than how well. How
well are you? It’s subjective. Are you a well? Yes I am a well. What
are you? You are well. Forever has no is. Forever is not. Without
forever is to struggle. When I perceive forever as real I stop the
struggle. Time is a struggle without forever. I blame time without
forever. Every “a” can be blamed. I blamed an idiot. Until an idiot

became well. Now an
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A Life Without Blame
What does the dictionary say about blame? Who “did it”? We
are in a complex sexual relationship with the past. Our relatives,
our friendships, our interests are all involved in a complex sexual
exchange which connects us to the past and to forever.
For many of us the idea of forever is as worse as dooms day. I’
ve been there. Seemingly there is not here. The worst thing I
could be shown is forever. The idea that I might be here,
supposedly on some planet called Earth, for what has been
known as forever, is fatalistically hell. I’d rather die. That’s the
problem. That’s the blame.
Blame tells us that we will never meet. We will never see eye to
eye. The power in blame is fear. When I blame you you become
terrified. The real power is in fact my ability to terrify you with
blame. But how do you blame the one who has no guilt? Who

do I become when I have no shame? Without shame I become
blameless. I lose control.
This is the aspiration for all men. To exist without shame. To
become blameless is to enter into a sexual relationship with
time. When I start having sex with time every moment is worth
everything.

What God Wants
There is no want. Want happens. I do not want. I become “do
not want”, or “don’t want”. When I don’t want her, she knows.
She knows. Does she feel something? I reckon she just knows.
Without “don’t want” she does not know. In fact, she does not
know herself without “don’t know”.

Her here is subject. The subject of Eye. That which I perceive.
That which I view as mine. Eye change the subject. The view in
my eye transforms the subject into her. When it receives she

accepts blame. When she accepts the blame she projects her
want to him. He is all she wants when she wants herself. This is
how she is known. She is known as that which wants Him. He is
her Lord. Her Lord God.

There Is No Belief

I don’t believe.

You believe.
Without you there is no belief.
There is unknown.

Darkness.
The darkness is known when you
are there.

When you are not there.
I am.
I do without you.

TheThe
Vibration
BookofOfAcceptance
Light

During the summer of 2017 Chaun endured a
series of intense supernatural experiences. Chaun

also received a Book Of Light hereby called The
Nu Vibe Holy Book of Divine Truth. This Book,
The Nu Vibe, has the Transformational Power to
shift the vibration of self hatred into the
vibration of self acceptance.

Along with the resounding and pervasive Divine
Light which guides and resides within Chaun,
The Book of Light has been sent to Planet Earth
as both a tool and as a gift.

The
Vibration
Acceptance
What
is TheofNu
Vibe?

The role of the early Bible is difficult to decipher because
it has largely been changed, re-translated and mistranslated several times. Vibrationally however it’s role
was to elevate the planet from the vibration of
stagnation to the vibration of forthcoming.
The energetic role of the Quran was to elevate the
vibration of the planet from depression to anger. Since
the energetic climate of the planet was still quite low

when the Prophet delivered the Quran for us, the tone
appears to be one of fear. This tone of fear is what was
required to galvanise a planet that was in the depths of
self-loathing and melancholy.

The role of the Nu Vibe is to transform the
planetary vibration of self hatred into self
acceptance. Hence, The Nu Vibe Holy Book
signifies the end of a long era on planet
Earth of perceiving separation between man
and God as true.

Vibration
of Acceptance
The NuThe
Vibe
Holy Book
of Divine Truth

The New Holy Book to Awaken the Christian
Peoples

The Nu Vibe Holy Book of Divine Truth &
Universal Wisdom was sent via the Holy
Angel Jibreel to Chaun Conscious during the

summer of 2017. The Nu Vibe is the ‘Book
of Light’ foretold to us by every civilisation
previously known. The Nu Vibe Holy Book
of Divine Truth has been sent to elevate the
modern day Christian from old, suppressed

and stubborn vibrations of self hatred.
Undoubtedly The Nu Vibe has the
Transformational Power and Authority to
execute such elevation, so it has been
written.

Final Message from Chaun
It is a great honour and pleasure to be chosen as the person to
carry this monumental pool of wisdom and knowledge. Now that
you have explored the Nu Vibe understanding of racism, my
recommendation for you would be to explore Guide #1,

Unlocking the Secret to Happiness: Self Hatred The Silent Devil.
Once you feel comfortable with these new concepts and have
fully integrated them into your Universe you are ready to explore
The Nu Vibe Holy Book of Divine Truth. I can testify that the
information in this Holy Book has extraordinary Transformational
capability and is Majestic in Nature. I trust that you will be both

touched and transformed by its Divine Power.
Greetings and Blessings.
Chaun Conscious x

Ways to Contact Chaun:
Instagram: @chaun_conscious
YouTube: Search “chaun conscious”
Email: iam@chaunconscious.com

Access Guides and Books:
Website: http://www.chaunconscious.com/guides
Instagram: @conscioussayings

Discover Chaun’s Music:
Website: http://www.chaunconscious.com/music

Wear The T Shirts:
Instagram: @conscioussayings

